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Abstract 
Usually the air-coupled ultrasonic testing (ACU) is carried out by through-transmission 
technique which requires a two sided access of the test component. Using this method we 
already have installed three 10- axis robot equipments for aerospace components with 
dimensions up to 22 m in Germany and Switzerland with our partner Robo-Technology. Our 
research-project BUC sponsored by the German government is focused on ACU with a one-
sided access of the test component. Highlights are the application of Lamb waves and a fast 
data recording. This paper presents the developed array technique with 8 elements and a fast 
recording of the wave field. The array technique enables the recording of the wave field of 
one square meter in four minutes which is 7 times faster compared with a one channel 
system. The excitation of Lamb waves can be carried out by glued actuators or by angular 
incidence of air-coupled transducers. First results of damage detection in monolithic CFRP 
and GFRP components and in sandwich components with CFRP skins and honeycomb cores 
will be presented in this paper. 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Many authors report that Lamb waves (LWs) can penetrate large areas with a small 
attenuation and interact with defects and promise a “push bottom”- inspection without time 
consuming scanning [1]. The excitation can be carried out with angular incidence of air-
coupled transducers or with applicative piezo patches. However, the “classic LWs” technique 
consisting of networks of glued piezoelectric patches which are multiplexed as senders and 
receivers for LWs failed in many applications. The received signals are very complex and 
difficult to interpret [2]. Therefore an air-coupled ultrasonic method for the visualization of 
the LW propagations has been developed [2- 4] (Figure 1). The LWs are generated with a 
glued PZT and received by a scanning air-coupled ultrasonic transducer.   

 
Figure 1: Recording of the LW field
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The recorded wave field was stored in a 3D- volume scan which contains all 
information about the propagation and the interactions at stiffness discontinuations. A typical 
result is shown in Fig. 2. [5] The actuator is situated at A and generates two modes which are 
shown with different gradients; a small one indicates a large velocity, in our case an S-mode. 
This mode is converted to an A-mode at the positions B and C. At the positions of the dotted 
vertical lines three A-scans (1, 2 and 3) have been calculated (virtual sensors) out of the 3D 
file. It is very difficult to detect the defect out of the information of A-scans delivered by 
glued sensors.  

 

 
 
Figure 2: LW-B-scan of a Sandwich component with an impact at position B [5] 
 

 
 
Figure 3: Calculated B- and A- LW-scan of a CFRP specimen [6]  
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In addition to the experimental analysis of Lamb wave propagation a simulation with a  
FEM-Software is used to model a cross-section of a CFRP plate (Figure 3)[5]. Fig. 3, a 
calculated B-scan also indicates a mode conversion at the defect. The A-scan in front of the 
defect shows the complex responses from the different wave modes. The B-scan enables a 
much better understanding than a single A-scan which can be received by a glued sensor. The 
imaging of the LW-propagation and the possibility of defect detection will also be used for 
air-coupled ultrasonic testing, see chapter 3.   

2 AIR-COUPLED ULTRASONIC TESTING (ACU) 

Usually ultrasonic inspections require an acoustic coupling media like water. It is not 
easy to provide a constant coupling of large components because of air bubbles and lime 
scales. Water also causes corrosion of the scanning mechanics. A lot of inspections are not 
possible with coupling liquids (water) because of incoming water. Using air-coupled 
techniques (ACT) no coupling liquid like water is necessary. These advantages are dearly 
paid by an acoustical mismatch between solids (transducers, test component) and air 
(coupling) [7-8]. The acoustical mismatch of the transducers can be reduced by a matching 
layer (from -80 to -90 dB down to -40 dB amplitude loss). The acoustical mismatch caused 
by the test component (70-80 dB) cannot be reduced. Therefore a special equipment is 
necessary [8]. The frequency attenuation in air exponentially increases with the frequency; 
therefore ACU is carried out in the frequency range below 1 MHz. 

ACU have mostly been used for laboratory applications because the echo technique 
cannot be applied. For more than 14 years the company Dr. Hillger Ultrasonic techniques has 
been developed systems for this special coupling technique for laboratory as well as 
industrial applications [9, 10].  

The applications of air-coupled ultrasonic technique lay in materials with a high 
degree of in homogeneity and a high sound attenuation such as CFRP-sandwich components 
with CFRP and GFRP layers and foam, honeycomb or metallic core materials and even 
concrete which can only be tested with low frequencies. In spite of the acoustical mismatch 
using air coupling the indication of defects can be much clearer in comparison with water 
coupled testing.  

For through-transmission technique the transducers have to be aligned 
perpendicularly to the surface on opposite sides of the component. During scanning the 
distances between the transducers and the surface have to be constant; also their orientation. 
Figure 4 shows the ACU-inspection of a sandwich component in through-transmission 
technique.  Figure 4-(1) presents the USPC 4000 AirTech with the scanning system FlatScan 
[11]. The system is for single-shot data recording and consists of a high power burst pulser 
for the excitation, an ultra-low noise amplifier, a main amplifier with hardware filters and an 
ADC-board [8]. The software Hillgus enables the control of the system and the automatic 
scanning with full-wave data recording including IIR- filters.  

Figure 4-(2) images the set-up with separate transmitter and receiver transducers 
(AirTech 200) mounted at the scanner and the test component, (2) shows a C-scan of the 
sandwich specimen with an impact. The amplitude difference between a defect-free region 
and an impact is more than 20 dB which provides clear defect detection.  

The Inspection of large complex curved aerospace components is totally different 
from a laboratory investigations of flat specimens [10]. These components require a 10 axes 
scanning system. Using a robot instead of a XY-scanner for the ultrasonic system USPC 
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4000 AirTech a high-precision three dimensional and temporal synchronization between all 
axes and the ultrasonic system is required. In co-operation with the company Robo-
Technology GmbH a hard- and software interface for this synchronization has been 
developed and several robot systemes have been built [10]. An example of such a high-tech 
system for half-cell-components up to a length of 22 m is shown in Figure 4 (4). Two 
syncronized robots are used for the maipulation of the transducers [10].  
. 
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Figure 4; ACU inspection, (1) USPC 4000 AirTech with FlatScan, (2) Transducer 
arrangement and sandwich component, (3) C-scan, (4) ANDI system for half-cell tubes  
 

3 REQUIREMENTS FOR ACU WITH ONE-SIDED ACCESS 

The costs are very high for a scanning system with two synchronized robots. Therefore a one 
sided acess for ACU is required. For slightly curved components, a pitch and catch 
arrangement is possible (see Figure 5-2). Usually this technique is only for laboratory 
applications.  

Using LWs combined with US imaging of their propagation a method for damage 
detection is possible (Fig. 1). A piezo patch has to be coupled on the surface of the 
component as a sender for LWs. Within the BUC project we investigated the possibility of 
ACU with a one sided access of the test component using Guided waves. Only a part of the 
task 1-7 could be solved. The following  tasks have to be deal with: 
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1. Excitation of LWs, pulser and excitation frequencies 

The excitation can be carried out with a burst signal. Many papers report about 
modulated sinus signals in order to generate defined narrowband signals. The same 
behaviour can be achieved with our burst transmitter with an additional low-pass 
filter.  

2. Actuators, size and form 
As actuators piezo-patches with wrap around contact can be used (PI GmbH). 
DuraAct transducers are laminated piezoceramics for mechanical flexibility, useful 
for curved components.  

3. Sensors for wave field recording 
Our air-coupled transducers can be used as receivers. Frequencies of 120, 200 and 
300 kHz are available. Their narrowband behaviour limits the application. Broadband 
transducers have to be developed.  

4. Application of arrays combined with fast data recording and 
The pulse repetition frequency of ACU is lower than those ones of US with coupling 
liquid because of the low frequencies and air (for coupling) between the component 
and transducer.  

5. Signal procession for defect detection 
Defects and other stiffness changes cause interactions with the two wave modes (in 
minimum). For optimal indications the test parameters have to be optimized carefully.  
After scanning the component and recording a volume scan with the whole 
information about the wave propagation and interactions, a special evaluation is 
necessary in order to get a C-scan.   

6. C-scan imaging 
The test result should be displayed as a C-scan. For this presentation the classic 
amplitude evaluation is not suitable.  

 

5 SPECIAL DEVELOPMENTS  

In order to decrease the time for scanning we have developed a fast eight-channel parallel 
technique which combines electronic and mechanic scanning. The system consists of a 
transmitter array AirTech 200-8T, a receiver array AirTech 200-8R and the AirTech 4008 
ultrasonic system built in an industrial 19”-case. The arrays provide a test frequency of 200 
or 120 kHz (Figure 5-1). The receiver array does not only contain the eight ultrasonic 
elements but also the eight ultra-low noise preamplifiers and the analog signal processing. A 
cable length to the AirTech-system of more than 50 meters causes no difficulties. The 
software Hillgus had to be expanded for scanning with arrays and for eight channel parallel 
data recording.  This includes the array definition for electronical and mechanical scanning. 
The resolution of the multichannel ADC is 16 bits which provides a high dynamic range of 
the amplitude measurement. A scanning grid down to 0.15 mm is possible.  

The scanning time with a FlatScan scanner (see Figure 4-1) of a 1x1 m plate is 
reduced from 28 minutes with a one channel system down to 4 minutes with our new eight 
channel system (each with a grid of 1.5 to 1.5 mm). 

Fig. 5-2 shows the new developed eight-channel array AirTech 10-60-8 R. This broadband 
array can be used in the frequency range from 10 to 60 kHz which is useful for sandwich 
components.  
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(1) 200 kHz arrays in pitch and catch arrangement (2) Broadband array 10-60 kHz 

 
Figure 5: Eight-channel transducer arrays with built-in signal condition  

6 RESULTS 

Quasi-isotropic CFRP laminates (quasi isotropic lay-up) with dimensions of 1x1m and a 
thickness of 2 mm and CFRP sandwich panels with Nomex cores were used for experimental 
investigations. Fig. 5 shows a LW C-scan of a part of a CFRP specimen with three artificially 
placed defects: 2 glued sensors ( 5 and 10 mm Ø) and an aluminium plate glued at the back. 
Glued parts on the surface produces stiffness changes like defects. The advantage of such 
artificial defects is that they do not destroy the component. The parts can be removed and the 
component is free of defects.  The test frequency was 100 kHz which generates LWs modes  
S0=5200 m/s and A0=1400 m/s (calculated data out of a LW-B-scan). The amplitude of the 
out of plane component of the S-mode is smaller than those one of the A-mode, therefore the 
A-mode is much easier to detect.  The defects are clearly displayed because of the mode 
conversions.  It is noteworthy that defects are detectable smaller than the wavelength (about 
52 mm). The glued plate is not displayed as a rectangle, the reason a not perfectly bonding 
(controlled with the mobile US system MUSE and water split coupling).  
 Fig. 7 gives a comparison between the ACU through-transmission technique and LW-
ACU. The test object is a CFRP-plate (FHG-HTL, Bayreuth, Germany) with a thickness of 
5.3 mm. Internal foils simulate delaminations. A real delamination causes an air gab between 
two layers and produce a large acoustic impedance change which is optimal for defect 
detection. The foils do not cause such an impdeance change like air and therefore they are 
more difficult to detect . The standard ACU clearly displays all defects (Figure 7-1).   
 For the ACU-LW technique a piezo-patch with a diameter of 10 mm has been glued 
in lower right corner of the component. In spite of the small size (19,5x19,5 cm) of the probe 
the LW-technique is able to detect all defects using an AirTech 200 transducer as a scanning 
receiver.  
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Figure 6: ACU C-scan recorded with one-sided access 
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Figure 7: C-scans of a CFRP specimen with 5,3  mm thickness, recorded with through-transmission 
technique (1) and ACU with one-sided access (2) 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

Air-coupled ultrasonic testing has great advantages compared with water coupled and is 
usually carried out in through-transmission technique with separate sender and receiver 
transducers on opposite sides of the component. For complex curved components this method 
requires two robots on opposite sides of the components for the manipulation of the 
transducers. A one sided access would be a great saving of costs. Therefore our objectiv is to 
develop such an inspection technique. The application of Lamb waves is a promising 
approach. Piezoelectric patches can be used for the wave excitation. Air-coupled transducers 
receive the information of the wave propagation. Our array technique takes only four minutes 
for the measurement of a 1 x 1 m component. The signal evaluation is more complex than 
those ones for through-transmission technique. First positive results have been presented. 
Further investigations will be focused to actuators and evaluation software. It is important to 
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carry out FEM-simulations in order to optimize the parameters. 
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